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Artikel info:-

Ramon, Joe and Devin visited the little Jim (new at
Fightplace) to celebrate his birthday party. Jim really wanted
to play pot hitting with his friends. But actually they just
wanted to provoke Ramon. When Ramon had his turn, they
always got new ideas so that Ramon won&#39;t find the pot.
So they got in trouble and then they went into the basement to
continue the party in a little wrestling tournament. Joe was in
a team was Ramon and Devin fought together with Jim. Joe
and Devin, who are in combative, began and directly
performed some really nice moves. One of the highlights was
the school-bullypin, which was hard to handle for Devin.
Afterwards our new one had to show his skills. Jim surprised
us with his tenaciously and very active combat mission. He
showed no fear. Neither against Ramon nor against Joe. That
impacted on us! Jim, just 15 years of age is really good and
for sure he will get better. He had a good fight against Joe but
when he changed with Ramon it became much harder.
Ramon took the lightweight like a toy. Jim had not enough
power to vanquish Ramon, who is way more heavy then him.
But he put his best foot forward and that&#39;s the important
thing! Unfortunately he had to give up a little earlier this
evening because he had to puke, because of really hard
Scissor of Joe. It got very exciting when Jim and Devon
exchanged. Now Devin and Ramon and Ramon and Joe had
some very hard matches this evening, performed some
extraordinary moves and disrespected each other the whole
time. The coronation of the evening was the battle between
Ramon and Joe. Noone of them wanted to give up, although
they had two hours of fights. Ramon could just win this fight
by doing some really hard punches into Joe&#39;s stomach.
It was not that fair so we will see a revenge between Joe and
Ramon!

Play length approx - 113 min.

Price :  39,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Hit the Pot - Part One + Part Two - Bundle :

shipping method
Photo series (- 36,00 EUR ), Download HD, DVD Shipping.
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In catalog since Friday 27 February, 2015
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